This paper presents a rule-based chunking approach. Rule-based method does well in analyzing the structure of natural language. In order to avoid the confliction of the rules, we extract a small scale chunking rule set for chunking first. Then we define more rules to check and correct the inconsistency phenomena. We also adopt man-machine interaction method to solve some special language phenomena. Experimental results show that our approach achieves high accuracy.
Introduction
With the advent of the Internet era, many technologies of language processing are widely used to process the amount of electronic data from web. Among these technologies, parsing is basic, necessary and plays an important role in natural language processing. However, a full parser is usually costly and slow and the performance is not suitable for online applications [2] . As an alternative to full parsing, shallow parsing is much more efficient and less demanding, and currently, it has been applied to various natural language processing systems [3] , such as information retrieval, information extraction, question answering, and automatic document summarization, because shallow parser is more suitable for theses realistic applications.
Shallow parsing, also named partial parsing or chunking, is recognized as series of processes. First, identifying proper chunks from a sequence of tokens (such as words), and second, classifying these chunks into some grammatical classes. A lot of techniques have been developed for shallow parsing. Most of these techniques base on statistically approaches such as SVM, CRF, and ME [4, 5, 6] , as for English texts, the parsing speed of each approach is fast and the parsing accuracy is acceptable, but as for Chinese texts, the accuracy is still not very high. That is because Chinese is very flexible and intractable, and statistically based algorithms always cannot care about it. Section 2 describes our shallow parsing standard in detail. Section 3 presents the rule-based approach. Section 4 consistency checking method is introduced. Section 5 presents some experiment results of chunking. Finally, we draw some conclusions.
Shallow Parsing Standard
Currently, there is no standard for Chinese shallow parsing. There are also some works on a standard for Chinese shallow parsing [7, 8] , nevertheless, the POS standard and vocabulary in each approach are different. Here we make our standard by referring to the chunking criteria of Tsinghua University and State Language Commission. We use the following ten tags for chunking. 
A rule-based Shallow Parser
Since we have no large scale data which is chunked by chunk tags, and at the same time, statistically based methods have some innate weakness to analyze the structure of natural language, here we apply a rule-based method to process the data. Firstly, we randomly select 500 sentences and chunk them manually. Then we sum up the rules by analyzing the chunking results of these 500 sentences. In turn, we apply these rules to the rest data and guide machine to chunk them.
Construction of Chunking Rules
There are two methods to obtain chunking rules. One is manually constructed by specialists, and the other is extracted from the chunked corpus. We adopt the latter. Here we give three formal definitions for chunking rules. Definition 1, Basic Chunking Rule, if exists a sequence w1/t1, w2/t2…wm/tm to construct a chunk in a sentence, the part-of-speech tag sequence t1, t2…tm is called a Basic Chunking Rule.
Definition 2, Conjunctive Basic Chunking Rule, firstly, we set a threshold θ. If the frequency of a Basic Chunking Rule, f(r), meet the inequality f(r)> θ, we name the Basic Chunking Rule a Conjunctive Basic Chunking Rule.
Definition 3, Basic Chunking Rule Set G, a Basic Chunking Rule Set G is made up of all the Conjunctive Basic Chunking Rules.
It's easy to get Basic Chunking Rules from chunked sentences. Scan the chunked sentences from left to right, and we can extract a Basic Chunking Rule from every chunk structure. At the same time, we statistic the frequency of these Basic Chunking Rules to decide whether they are Conjunctive Basic Chunking Rules and whether they are components of Basic Chunking Rule Set G. Basic Chunking Rules are composed of part-of-speech tags. Combine with the definition of the phrase, chunking rules have the following form. 
Chunking Based on Finite-State Cascades Method
Abney put forward finite-state cascades method for chunking. Based on this principle, we construct the Deterministic Finite Automaton (DFA) to analyze the input sentences. A DFA corresponds to a Conjunctive Basic Chunking Rule, and a Conjunctive Basic Chunking Rule can be looked as a pattern, so the process of chunking is in fact a process of pattern matching.
Corresponding DFA to the above five chunking rules are demonstrated in the following graphs.
Graph 1. DFA Corresponding to Chunking Rules
○stand for a state of DFA, ◎stand for the end of DFA.
We'd like to describe the specific process. First, we input the Chinese sentences which are segmented and part-of-speech tagged. Then we try to search out the best-matched language block from an initial state of the DFA. When DFA can reach terminal state, a chunk will be generated. On the other hand, if we meet a word that can not generate a chunk, there is no influence, we simply skip this word and continue our process.
Consistency Checking
The significant advantage of rule-based methods lies in that they make full use of the language knowledge, but small scale rule set may lead to rough and not very fine results. Some negative effects, especially inconsistence are generated. So, it's necessary to add more rules and check the consistence and correct the chunking results. Our inconsistency checking includes consistency checking for segmentation, for part-of-speech tagging, and for chunking.
Consistency Checking for Segmentation
Now, segmentation software can achieve a high accuracy. However, inconsistency phenomena still exist. Sometimes, the same string, in the same context, often has the different segmentation results. For example, "有点/d 难/a" and "有/vx 点/qb 差/a", the words "有点" in the same contextual environment, but the segmentation result is different. In order to solve this problem, we propose the following steps. First, extract base words from corpus. Second, obtain combinational words and compare them with base words, if search out the same words from base vocabulary, we regard these words as the inconsistently segmented words. Then we save these inconsistency words and sentences. Finally, correct the segmentation results by orderly judging the context of inconsistency words.
In addition, we also add more rules for the segmentation of some special conditions. For example, "v+不了", "v+得到", "v+不住", "v+不到", "v+不+v", we combine these Three-character Words into a word. That is, like the Three-character Words "经不住", "动不动", "受不了", we look them as a segmentation unit.
Consistency Checking for Part-of-speech Tagging
The inconsistence of part-of-speech tagging mainly lies in multiple-category words. Here, we only think about the circumstance that the same word, which in the same context, but the result of the part-of-speech tagging is different. For example, "贺敬之/nr 下笔/vi 之/rz 时/Ng" and "栖身/vi 之/u 所/n", the phrase has the same structure, but the word "之" have the different part-of-speech tag. Our tactics to this problem associate the following steps. 1) Extract all the multiple-category words 2) Obtain the sentences with the same multiple-category word 3) Use vector to express the POS sequence of these sentences 4) Compute the similarity of vectors to classify them, the multiple-category words with the same class should have the same POS tags. 5) Obtain the center vector of every class to decide the POS tags of the multiple-category words Similar to segmentation, we still add some rules for the POS tagging of some special conditions.
One of the rules we added is that the words next to "的" should be a nominalization words. For
part-of-speech tag of the word "研究" and "美丽" should be transformed from "v" and "a" to "vn" and "an".
Consistency Checking for Chunking
We check the inconsistence of chunking mainly by means of adding more rules. Compared with the rules used by shallow parser, here associate more difficult language phenomena to ensure a more fine chunking result. Here are five examples of our rules. 
Man-machine Interaction
We adopt man-machine interaction method to process some intractable problems, such as the identification of the newly generated words, parallel relation of the chunks, the problem of long distance dependency, VN and VO constructions, etc.
Experiment
We use ALIBABA Treebank as our chunking corpus. It contains 40,000 sentences, obtained from People's Daily, B2B corpus of ALIBABA, etc. All the sentences share the same standard and do the same consistency checking. The statistical data of inconsistence is demonstrated in the following table. We corrected all the inconsistency points, until we could not search out them. In addition, we obtained fine results for some intractable problems. Here we list some shallow parsing results for our model in the following table. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a rule-based Chinese shallow parser that can chunk Chinese sentences into ten chunk types. We also added more rules to check and correct the inconsistence of our chunking results. In addition, adopt man-machine interaction method to correct the Chinese chunking corpus mainly aimed to some difficult problems. All of these ensured the high accuracy of our results. In the future, we will continue to improve our efficiency by adopting some machine learning approaches to automatically correct the chunking results. In addition to ALIBABA Treebank, we will extend our training corpus by incorporating other corpora, such as Penn's Chinese Treebank to guarantee the robustness of our model.
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